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RH/RA Series 

The RH/RA Series direct drive mixers feature light weight yet very strong aluminum bearing 
housings for continuous, maintenance-free mixer service. The mixers are excellent for moderate 
shearing or liquid blending applications from 25 to 1000 gallons. A heavy duty SKF American 
made sealed ball bearing absorbs shaft deflection loads and provides extended mixer service. 
Sealed bearing assemblies are rated to 100,000 hours. With a dual bearing supported shaft 
coupling the RH/RA product line is well suited to toward long, over hung shaft lengths. Precision 
cast, square pitch industrial mixing propellersare standard. 

Motors 

1. - American made Baldor motors are standard in 115/230/60/1 or 208/230/460/60/3 
TEFC 

2. - Optional Motors include: 
3. - 1150 RPM 
4. - Inverter Duty, Explosion Proof, Chemical Duty, Washdown, or Premium Efficiency 
5. - 50Hz and other special voltages 
6. - Air Motors  

1.       - Self-sealed, cast iron bodied 
2.       - Inherent variable speed with needle valve. 
3.       - Horsepower ranges from ¼ to 5 HP. 
4.       - Speed ranges from 60-2000 rpm. 

Features 

5. - 100% Process Guarantee  
6. - 3 Year Mechanical Warranty 
7. - All Motors are Standard NEMA C-Face Design 
8. - C-Clamp Mount Design or Cup Plate Mount for no additional charge 
9. - All Shafts are 316SS, Pump Shaft Quality for Minimum Vibration, 32 RA 

Standard Finish 
10. - Impellers are 316SS 
11. - Special Coatings are Available (PVC, PFA, PVC, Halar, Rubber/Others on 

Request) 
12. - USDA Approved Sanitary Versions Available 
13. - OSHA Approved for Safety 

  



Options 

14. - AC and DC Variable Speed Drives 
15. - Specialty coatings on shafts and propellers for corrosive environments 
16. - Polished shafts and propellers for sanitary environments such as food or 

pharmaceutical production 
17. - Special finishes on mixer heads including white epoxy and “Steel-it” stainless 

steel paint 
18. - Cup plate mount is available at no additional cost.  The advantage of cup plate 

mounting is an exceptionally sturdy bolted mounting base. 

 
 
 
 

 


